Pipeline of Well-prepared Projects

Project Preparation Management

Infrastructure Intelligence Solution
**Project Preparation Management:**

- Secured collaborative workspace
- Standardized approach for decision making
- Adjustable process workflow

- Sectorial templates for guidance and decision making
- Management of roles and responsibilities
- Adjustable process workflow and timeline

- Project preparation facility Finder
- Quality, cost and delay monitoring
- Project and portfolio dashboards

---

**Infrastructure Intelligence Solution:**

- Delivery of international tools and standards
- Structured project data for reporting
- Project information and knowledge management

- Global definition of project information
- Knowledge Management System

- One-stop shop for project information at the national level
- Monitoring and evaluation of project outcomes

---

“The objective of using SOURCE in Peru is to provide better standardization and predictability of Public-Private Partnership processes in order to generate new project portfolios.”

**Alberto Ñecco, Executive Director**

ProInversion, Private Investment Promotion Agency, Peru

---

“I look forward to contributing to the SOURCE platform, and thereby work for the achievement of MDB’s mission.”

**Nuria Simo**

Chief Information Officer and General Manager

Inter-American Development Bank
Pipeline of well-prepared Projects:

- “Common language” with the private sector
- Standardized and transparent pipeline of projects
- Connection to other project promotion platforms

- Interaction with key stakeholders at early stages of the project preparation process;
- Governments may publish their projects on SOURCE’s global pipeline and attract potential investors

“SOURCE brings a very positive contribution to the world of infrastructure investment. For our teams, projects using SOURCE are typically associated with a well-structured preparation process. As an institutional investor, this increases the likelihood a project to be successful attracting the right financial partners.”
Michael Sabia, President and Chief Executive Officer
Caisse de dépôt et placement du Québec

Sustainable Infrastructure Foundation (SIF):

SIF, is a not-for-profit Swiss foundation headquartered in Geneva, coordinates the provision of SOURCE. SIF is led and financed by the MDBs members of SOURCE Council.

- Manage the development of SOURCE
- Provide capacity building to SOURCE users
- Conduct the adoption of SOURCE by governments, public agencies and international organisations

INCEPTION
Development and deployment of NIIS platform under AsDB TA

CREATION OF SIF
Scope of platform (rebranded as IISS) widened, under the support of MDBs

GLOBAL LAUNCH
Deployment of SOURCE platform in its current form

SOURCE 2.0
Establishment of SOURCE Council and launch of integration strategy
The Sustainable Infrastructure Fellowship Program

By better aligning the expectations of planners and investors, the Fellowship seeks to build capacity and help close the infrastructure gap. The program offers academic and practical training for senior public-sector infrastructure managers from emerging markets.

SIF Strategic Committee:

SIF Partners:

SIF Website: www.public.sif-source.org

SOURCE Login: www.sif-source.org

email: info@sif-source.org - 13 chemin des Serves Geneva 1228, Switzerland